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Abstract—We develop and analyze algorithms that reduce
the storage capacity required by SeDAX (Secure Data-centric
Application eXtensible) in the presence of simultaneous node
failures. The SeDAX infrastructure for smart grids uses data
redundancy for a high level of reliability. It is an information-
centric approach using resilient data forwarding in a Delaunay
triangulated overlay. While SeDAX’s data forwarding scheme is
well understood, there is no study that considers the SeDAX
storage capacity necessary to survive multiple node failures.
Our results are compared with the theoretical lower bound of
SeDAX and the lower bound of an idealized storage system. The
presented algorithms can be used to reduce storage requirements
of SeDAX in practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, smart grid refers to the next-generation power grid
designed to enhance its resilience to power flow disruptions,
improve energy efficiency, and reduce carbon emissions. A
main obstacle to the deployment of smart grid applications
is the limited scalability, reliability, and security of todays
utility communication infrastructure. The NIST (National In-
stitute for Standards and Technology) working group on smart
grid [3] has identified reliability requirements for smart grid
communication flows.

The recently published SeDAX architecture [1] aims to
provide such a reliable platform. SeDAX applies the emerg-
ing information-centric networking (ICN) paradigm to the
electric utility network of sensors and controls for electricity
generators, consumers, and brokers. A Delaunay triangulated
(DT) overlay provides resilient name-based geographic data
forwarding. SeDAX’s data forwarding has been well analyzed
by the authors [1]. Furthermore, data redundancy provides
resiliency when node failures occur. However, a study that
considers the SeDAX system storage necessary to survive
multiple node failures without storage shortages is still needed.
This paper addresses that gap.

We review relevant aspects of the SeDAX architecture in
Section II and discuss related work in the context of ICN and
data placement in Section III. Section IV derives formulas
for SeDAX system storage and suggests a Monte-Carlo based
optimization for SeDAX node placement to minimize storage
requirements. Section V presents theoretical lower bounds for
SeDAX’s storage requirements and for an idealized storage
system, and compares them with the simulative results, leading
to our conclusions in Section VI.
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Fig. 1. Topic-group communication in SeDAX uses geographic forwarding.

II. THE SEDAX ARCHITECTURE

SeDAX organizes information into topics that are stored in
a network overlay based on a DT graph with SeDAX nodes as
vertices and transport connections between neighboring nodes
as edges, as shown in Figure 1. We denote T as the set of all
topics and V as the set of all SeDAX nodes.

Information contributors, such as sensors, publish data to
topics. Consumers subscribe to topics so that new topic data is
automatically forwarded to them. Since topic data may expire,
SeDAX nodes require only sufficient capacity to store current,
i.e., non-expired, topic data and are not intended for archival
purposes. Therefore, limited storage is sufficient for the data
of a topic t ∈ T and is given by c(t) storage units. Operational
topic volumes have not yet been determined.

A characteristic feature of SeDAX is its mapping of topics
to nodes. A geographic hash function (GHF) h(t) calculates
Euclidean coordinates in the plane for each topic t ∈ T .
Each SeDAX node v ∈ V is also associated with a planar
coordinate that reflects its position in the overlay network.
The Euclidean metric d(v, t) determines the distance between
topics and nodes based on their coordinates.

The primary copy of a topic’s data and subscriptions is
stored on the SeDAX node closest to a topic’s coordinates
and a backup is stored on the second-closest SeDAX node.
Figure 1 illustrates the geographic forwarding approach used
in SeDAX. The DT overlay structure guarantees that messages
destined for the topic coordinate (x, y) = h(t) are iteratively
relayed to the active (non-failed) SeDAX node v whose coor-
dinates are closest to the destination. If the closest or second-
closest node fails, the other replicates the topic’s subscriptions
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and data to the originally third-closest (now second-closest)
node.

Node failures are detected by broken or timed-out TCP
connections between SeDAX nodes. After a node failure, the
overlay reconfigures itself to restore the overlay DT properties
and heal the forwarding. The resilient forwarding and the
concept of primary and backup nodes constitute a simple
resilience concept in SeDAX.

SeDAX is highly scalable because publishers and topic
stores need not maintain TCP connections with each other.
Each SeDAX node holds TCP connections only to its imme-
diately neighboring nodes and publishers.

III. RELATED WORK

SeDAX [1] builds upon prior work in the area of publish-
subscribe [4] and ICN [5]. Most existing architectures are
based on distributed hash tables (DHTs) like Chord [6]
or CAN [7] for topic resolution and use an overlay for
data forwarding to the topic stores. PSIRP/PURSUIT [8],
4WARD/SAIL [9], and NDN/CCNx [10], [11] are ICN archi-
tectures which use DHTs and the publish-subscribe paradigm.
Alternative approaches mostly differ in the way topic names
are resolved and data is forwarded. DONA’s [12] topic resolu-
tion system consists of a hierarchically organized network of
resolution handlers. LIPSIN [13] uses bloom filters to resolve
topic names and find the topic stores.

In contrast, the SeDAX architecture specifically addresses
the requirements of the smart grid. SeDAX’s unique security
framework [2] covers both information and data security
considerations for SeDAX as a cyber-physical system. SeDAX
adopts the recommendation of [14] to use topic names as input
for the GHF instead of publisher names for sensor networks.
SeDAX requires no mapping system for topic resolution be-
cause static GHF coordinates allow publishers and subscribers
to simply and autonomously calculate a topic’s coordinate.
SeDAX adds the DT scheme to the overlay which enables
automatic resilience. The use of a single neighboring backup
and a self-healing network means that in case a failure, a
neighbor can immediately respond to a request rather than
forwarding it to a distant backup whose state is unknown. This
does not preclude the use of more complex load-balancing
schemes for archival data. Other load balancing schemes for
wireless sensor networks organize the distribution of data into
a hierarchy [15] or modify the GHF to include attributes such
as temporal information [16]. QoS constraints for replication
in these more complex topologies with hierarchical data stores
are discussed in [17], [18].

IV. SIMULATIVE STORAGE ANALYSIS

This section presents a simulative analysis of storage re-
quirements for SeDAX nodes. First, the performance metrics
of interest are introduced. Then, the experiment setup for
the evaluation is given together with an optimization scheme
for SeDAX node placement. The simulation results show
storage requirements for SeDAX with optimized SeDAX node
placement.

A. Performance Metrics

We denote S as the set of all considered failure scenarios.
A failure scenario s ∈ S represents a set of failed nodes
including the failure-free case. Given a maximum number
nmax
fail of failed nodes, S contains all combinations of up to

nmax
fail simultaneously SeDAX node failures. Next, we define

performance metrics that can be applied when the coordinates
of all topics h(t) and nodes as well as each topic’s storage
requirements c(t) are known.

We define several loads per SeDAX node for failure scenario
s. The primary load Lprim(v, s) gives the sum of the storage
requirements of topics for which v is the closest node under
failure scenario s.

Tprim(v, s) = {t ∈ T : ∀w ∈ V \ {v, s}, d(v, t) < d(w, t)}

Lprim(v, s) =

{
0, if v ∈ s∑

t∈Tprim(v,s) c(t), else.
(1)

The secondary load Lsec(v, s) is the sum of the storage
requirements of topics for which v is the second-closest node
under failure scenario s.

Tsec(v, s)= {t ∈ T : ∃=1u ∈ V \ {v, s}∀w ∈ V \ {v, u, s},
(d(u, t) < d(v, t)) ∧ (d(v, t) < d(w, t))}

Lsec(v, s)=

{
0, if v ∈ s∑

t∈Tsec(v,s)
c(t), else.

(2)

The node load L(v, s) is the sum of the storage require-
ments of topics for which v is the primary or secondary node
under failure scenario s.

L(v, s) = Lprim(v, s) + Lsec(v, s) (3)

Based on the node loads, we define capacity requirements
for SeDAX nodes and the system. The node capacity require-
ment cnode(v) specifies the minimum capacity required to
store the node load in all failure scenarios s ∈ S.

cnode(v) = maxs∈S (Lall(v, s)) (4)

The maximum node capacity requirement cmax
node is defined as

the largest capacity requirement cnode(v) of any node v ∈ V
in all failure scenarios s ∈ S.

cmax
node = maxv∈V (cnode(v)) (5)

It specifies the minimum storage requirements of nodes if all
nodes are provisioned uniformly or homogeneously, i.e., all
nodes have equal storage.

The system capacity csys specifies the SeDAX network-
wide storage required to survive all failures s ∈ S without stor-
age shortages if each node is individually or heterogeneously
provisioned with its minimum needed storage.

csys =
∑
v∈V

cnode(v) (6)

Capacity is given in storage units. To generalize results, we
express them relative to the system load cload, i.e., the sum
of the storage requirement for all topics cload =

∑
t∈T c(t).
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Fig. 2. Impact of the number of nodes nnodes and number of failed nodes
nmax
fail on the maximum node capacity cmax

node under optimized node placement.

As an example, the required system capacity is 200% relative
to the system load when each topic is stored on exactly two
nodes in the failure-free scenario, independent of node and
topic coordinates.

B. Experiment Setup and Optimization of Node Placement

To evaluate storage requirements for SeDAX under failures,
we choose a square plane as coordinate space and create
topic and node patterns. We generate random coordinates for
ntopics = 100 topics and for nnodes = {5, 10, 20} nodes. Then
we calculate the performance metrics for up to nmax

fail = 3
simultaneous node failures.

We perform Monte Carlo optimization of node placement
to reduce storage requirements. We produce nnode

patterns = 200
different node patterns and choose the one that requires least
system capacity. The results of these experiments depend on
the topic pattern. Therefore, we repeat them for ntopic

patterns = 40
different topic patterns and express the results as complemen-
tary cumulative distribution functions (CCDFs) based on the
topic patterns. To simplify the analysis, we set c(t) to one
storage unit, but this is not a constraint for the presented
optimization and evaluation framework.

C. Storage for Optimized Node Placement

1) Maximum Node Capacity Requirements: We first as-
sume that all nodes in SeDAX are provisioned with the
same amount of storage. In order to survive node failures
without storage shortage, all nodes need at least the maximum
node capacity requirements cmax

node as defined in Equation 5.
Therefore, we optimize the node placement to minimize cmax

node.
Figure 2 shows the CCDF of the results of the maximum

node capacity requirements for the optimized node placement.
We interpret the figure as follows: for each maximum node
capacity requirement x on the x-axis, the y-axis gives the
percentage of topic patterns whose maximum node capacity
requirements X is greater than x.

We observe that the maximum node capacity requirements
decrease with an increasing number of SeDAX nodes in the
system. This is a trivial result: as the number of topics and

their data volume is the same in all experiments, the average
load per node is inversely proportional to the number of nodes
nnodes, at least for nmax

fail = 0.
We recognize that the maximum node capacity depends on

the specific topic pattern. For nnodes = 20 nodes, the max-
imum node capacities range in the failure-free case between
14% and 22%. If up to three nodes fail, the maximum node
capacities range between 23% and 27% relative system load.
More storage capacity is needed for the SeDAX system to
survive additional node failures without storage shortages.

When all nodes in a SeDAX system are provisioned
homogeneously, the system-wide capacity requirement is
nnodes · cmax

node. For nnodes = 20 nodes, a system-wide capacity
between 460% and 540% is required.

2) System Capacity: Node-specific storage provisioning is
an alternative to homogeneous provisioning. That means, each
node is provisioned with its individual node capacity cnode(v)
to survive up to a given number of node failures nmax

fail without
storage shortages. We now optimize the placement of SeDAX
nodes to minimize csys.

Figure 3 shows the CCDF of the system capacities for the
optimized node placement whose mean values are summarized
in Table I.

Figure 3 illustrates that the SeDAX system requires sig-
nificantly more storage to survive up to nmax

fail node failures
compared to the failure-free case. We observe that the system
capacity depends on the topics patterns. This is because the
backup capacity can be shared more efficiently for some topic
patterns than for others. For 20 nodes, the required system
capacity is between 254% and 263% for nmax

fail = 1, between
311% and 327% for nmax

fail = 2, and between 368% and 383%
for nmax

fail = 3.
The figure further shows that the required system capacity

is about the same for nnodes = 10 and nnodes = 20 nodes
and only for a very small number of nodes like nnodes = 5,
the relative system capacity is clearly larger.

Node-specific storage provisioning leads to significant stor-
age savings compared to homogeneous node storage provi-
sioning. For 20 nodes and a maximum number of nmax

fail = 3
failed nodes, savings up to

nnodes · cmax
node − csys

nnodes · cmax
node

=
540%− 368%

540%
≈ 32%

are possible. In other words, homogeneous node storage provi-
sioning requires 68% more storage than node-specific storage
provisioning to provide the same level of storage shortage
protection.

The outcome of the optimization may seem difficult to im-
plement as node placement in practice is typically determined
by operational necessities. However, the assignment of virtual
coordinates and their use for the DT overlay combines arbi-
trary physical placement of nodes with the use of optimized
coordinates of SeDAX nodes. The drawback of that approach
may be longer path in the DT overlay.
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Fig. 3. Impact of the number of nodes nnodes and number of failing nodes nmax
fail on the system capacity csys under optimized node placement.

(a) The five closest SeDAX
nodes of topic area A.

(b) The node in the middle is
closest to the gray area and
second-closest to the dashed tri-
angles.

Fig. 4. Supporting figures for the analysis.

(a) Topic areas reassigned to pre-
viously second-closest nodes.

(b) Topic areas reassigned to pre-
viously third-closest nodes.

Fig. 5. Reassignment of topic area responsibilities if one SeDAX node fails.

V. ANALYTICAL LOWER BOUNDS

We derive lower bounds for SeDAX system capacity re-
quirements that could suffice under optimal conditions. Then,
we calculate lower bounds for an idealized storage system.
Numerical results are compared with those from simulations.

A. Bounds for SeDAX

In a SeDAX system, the overall storage requirements are
smallest when the same amount of data is distributed equally
across all SeDAX nodes in the failure-free case and each
node shares its load equally among the maximum number of
equidistant neighbors. This consideration is the basis for the
following analysis.

We consider an infinite plane. A GHF maps a vast number of
topics with equal storage requirements evenly over this plane.
Since a triangular node arrangement maximizes the number of

equidistant neighbors, we use it for the placement of SeDAX
nodes.

The topic area for which a SeDAX node is the closest node
thus forms a hexagon with six adjacent neighbors, as shown
by the gray area in Figure 4(a). For area A these nodes are
listed in order of proximity. Normally, a topic that maps to
area A is assigned to the closest node (node 1) as primary,
and its secondary to the second-closest node (node 2). When
one of these nodes (node 1 or 2) fails, the third-closest node
(node 3) becomes the secondary node. When two of the three
closest nodes fail, the affected topic is stored on the fourth-
closest node (node 4). For larger numbers of adjacent node
failures, the topic responsibility is shifted in the same way.

1) Failure-Free Condition: For all topics that the GHF
hashes into a hexagon, see the gray area in Figure 4(b), the
primary node is located in the center. We denote the load
created by the topics located in a single hexagon as 100%
load. Due to the assumption that topics are evenly distributed
over the plane, each node carries 100% primary load. There
are six triangular areas adjacent to this hexagon. They form
the area for which the central node is second-closest (see the
areas bounded by the dashed lines in Figure 4(b)) and thereby
contribute another 100% load to the central node. Thus, each
node carries 200% load in the failure-free scenario.

2) Single Node Failures: In Figure 5(a), the center node
serves as primary node for the topics mapped to the shaded
triangles. When it fails, the secondary nodes take over as
primary and the topics are reassigned to new secondary
nodes as indicated by the arrows. The load of one triangle
corresponds to a load of 1

12 · 100%.
In Figure 5(b), the center node serves as secondary node for

the topics mapped to the shaded triangles. When it fails, new
secondary nodes are reassigned to the topics that are mapped
to the respective triangles. These nodes are indicated by the
arrows.

In both figures together, we count four arrows towards the
failed node’s neighbors. Thus, each of those nodes receives an
additional load of 4

12 · 100% ≈ 33.3% so that it must carry an
overall load of 233.3%.
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TABLE I
SYSTEM CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS FOR UP TO nmax

fail NODE FAILURES: SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYTICAL LOWER BOUNDS FOR SEDAX
TOGETHER WITH LOWER BOUNDS OF AN IDEALIZED STORAGE SYSTEM.

csystem nnodes = 5 nnodes = 10 nnodes = 20 Lower
SeDAX Idealized SeDAX Idealized SeDAX Idealized bounds for

simulation system simulation system simulation system SeDAX
nfail = 0 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200%
nfail = 1 255%− 265% 250% 251%− 260% 222% 254%− 263% 211% 233.3%
nfail = 2 390%− 396% 333% 309%− 321% 250% 311%− 327% 222% 266.7%
nfail = 3 500% 500% 368%− 386% 285% 368%− 383% 236% 316.7%

(a) When only the closest node to
an area fails, its load is addded to
the third-closest nodes.

(b) When only the second-closest
node to an area fails, its load is
added to the third-closest nodes.

(c) When the first- and second-
closest nodes to an area fail, its
load is added to the third- and
fourth-closest nodes.

(d) When the first- and third-
closest nodes or the second- and
third-closest nodes to an area fail,
its load is added to the fourth-
closest node.

Fig. 6. Reassignment of topic area responsibilities if two adjacent SeDAX
nodes fail.

3) Double Node Failures: We analyze the cases in which
the failed nodes are adjacent to each other, separated by exactly
one node, or separated by more than one node.

Two adjacent nodes fail. We use the same approach as
for the single node failure in Section V-A2 to analyze the
failure of two adjacent nodes. Figure 6(a) shows the areas
that lose their closest node, but not their second- and third-
closest nodes. Thus, a copy of the topics mapped to these
areas is added to the third-closest nodes as indicated by the
arrows in the figure. Figure 6(b) shows the areas that lose their
second-closest nodes, but not their closest and third-closest
nodes. Thus, a copy of the topics mapped to these areas is
also added to the third-closest nodes as indicated in the figure.
Figure 6(c) shows the areas that lose their closest and third-
closest node or their second- and third-closest node, but not
their fourth-closest node. Thus, a copy of the topics mapped to
these areas is added to the fourth-closest nodes as indicated in
the figure. Figure 6(d) shows the areas that lose their closest
and second-closest node, but not their third- and fourth-closest
nodes. Thus, a copy of the topics mapped to these areas is
added to both the third- and fourth-closest nodes.

Adding up all reassignments of topic area responsibilities,

we see that neighboring nodes of the failed nodes receive
additional load from 4, 6, or 8 triangles, which results in a
maximum additional load of 8

12 · 100% ≈ 66.7%. The most
heavily loaded nodes are the direct neighbors of the two failed
nodes; they must be able to carry a load of up to 266.7%.

Two nodes fail with one node in between. If two non-
adjacent nodes fail that are separated only by a single interme-
diate node, this node receives 33.3% additional load from each
of its failed neighbors. This is the worst case which amounts
to a maximum load of 266.7%.

Two nodes fail with more than one node in between. If
two non-adjacent nodes fail that are separated by more than
a single intermediate node, their neighboring nodes receive
additional load only from one of the failed nodes. Therefore,
the maximum load is 33.3% like in the single node failure
scenario.

4) Triple Node Failures: For the sake of brevity, we con-
sider only the worst case in terms of additional load. When
three contiguous neighbors of a node fail, the node next to the
three failed nodes needs to carry at most a load of 316.7%.

5) Discussion: The analytical lower bounds for system
capacity requirements in SeDAX are significantly lower than
the simulation results of Section IV which are summarized
in Table I. The difference is caused by the fact that the
topics in our simulation are less fine-grained and not evenly
distributed over the plane, which is more realistic. Moreover,
our optimization method could be further tuned.

B. Bounds for an Idealized System

In an idealized storage system, each topic’s data is simul-
taneously stored on both a primary and a secondary node.
When one of these nodes fails, its topic data is instantaneously
replicated to yet another node so that two copies of the same
topic are always available in the system. When a node or topic
is added or removed, its topic data is distributed evenly over
all nodes. This idealized load distribution leads to theoretical
minimum storage requirements.

1) Analysis: Due to the idealized load distribution, each of
the nnodes storage nodes carries 200%

nnodes
of the system load.

When nmax
fail nodes fail, each of the remaining nnodes − nmax

fail

nodes now carries 200%
nnodes−nmax

fail
of the system load so that

the network-wide system capacity requirement of the idealized
storage system cidealsys is defined as

cidealsys =
nnodes

nnodes − nmax
fail

· 200%. (7)
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2) Discussion: We compare the system capacity require-
ments of the idealized storage system with simulation results
and the lower bounds for SeDAX in Table I. While the ide-
alized storage system uses only 36% extra system capacity to
provide enough capacity to accommodate backup copies if up
to nmax

fail = 3 nodes fail, SeDAX requires 168%− 186% extra
capacity. In contrast to SeDAX, the idealized storage system
leverages perfect load balancing, so its capacity requirements
are independent of topic coordinates and node placement, but
its performance cannot be achieved in practice.

The lower bounds for SeDAX are derived for an infinite
plane with an infinite number of nodes. We compare them
with the system capacity requirements of the idealized storage
system. For nmax

fail = 3, we have 116.7% extra capacity
compared to 36% extra capacity for nnodes = 20 nodes.
Even though the lower bounds for SeDAX were calculated for
optimal conditions, it is still considerably less efficient than
the idealized storage system. We see this deviation because
SeDAX cannot efficiently distribute capacity. When a node
fails, only its closest neighbors copy its data and provide
backups; available capacity on distant nodes cannot be used
for that purpose.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented formulas for resilient provision-
ing of SeDAX so that up to nmax

fail node failures can be survived
without shortage of storage. We further developed a simple
Monte-Carlo optimization for node placement in SeDAX to
minimize storage requirements. The node placement optimiza-
tion can also take uneven topic distributions into account by
using the actual storage requirements of each topic. SeDAX
can use the optimized virtual coordinates to configure the
network.

We evaluated the capacity requirements of SeDAX with op-
timized node placement for homogeneous and heterogeneous
node provisioning. The latter requires significantly less stor-
age. In general, storage requirements depend on topic patterns.
We derived the least storage requirements of SeDAX under
optimal conditions and showed that they far exceed those of
an idealized storage system. The reason is the inflexibility of
the topic location in SeDAX.

Although efficient use of available storage is not the primary
goal of SeDAX, our optimization improves the resource man-
agement of SeDAX while maintaining its compelling prop-
erties, namely scalability, automatic resilience, and security.
An alternative to explore would be to keep the coordinates of
the nodes and optimize the placement of topics, which would
require larger architectural modifications to SeDAX.
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